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The nearest part of the Lake was situated
about eighty miles or two to three hours
drive, in good weather, from Zomba. The
road was all dirt from Zomba northwards
and not far north was the first hazard, the
Kasupe escarpment. In rainy weather this
was an absolute nightmare and many a car
spent the night or day there until the rescue
came. About thirty miles further north one
came to the Shire river, which rose in the
Lake and wended its way down through
southern Nyasaland until it merged with the
Zambezi in Portuguese East Africa. The
Shire is a very large, exciting, typically
tropical African river and at the point where
the road crosses it, at Liwonde, it is about
seventy or eighty yards wide. The river
teemed with crocodiles and hippos and they
were a very common sight. At that time, and
for many years afterwards, it was crossed
by a type of ferry. This consisted of a very
heavy rope stretching from bank to bank to
which was attached a large pontoon which
could carry perhaps six cars, or a couple of
heavy lorries or a bus or a combination of
these. Power was supplied by six Africans
who, whilst being on the ferry, hauled it across by pulling on a rope which also stretched
from bank to bank. They literally walked the ferry across and when they reached the end of
the ferry, they walked back in rotation to the front of the ferry and carried on hauling. The
crossing took five or six minutes but the wait to get on the ferry sometimes took as much
as five or six hours if one arrived when there was a big queue of trucks and buses.
When travelling by road from Nyasaland to Southern Rhodesia, through Portuguese East
Africa, a similar problem occurred when one came to Tete on the Zambezi. The Zambezi is
no ‘play-play’ river. It is a serious river and crossing it was an adventure. There was a ferry
there also but because the river is so much wider there, sometimes a mile wide, a powerful
launch pulled the same type of ferry over. The hazard there was not so much that the ferry
might turn over but the launch motor would regularly fail or sometimes, the tow chain
parted. The ferry was then left to its own devices and would often meander miles down
river or until it became marooned on a sandbank. Eventually the launch, either with its
engine repaired, or with the new chain, or even a relief launch would catch the ferry up and
laboriously tow it back up river until it reached Tete. And it was common to wait two or
three days sometimes to get on the ferry. Journeys in wild Africa were not to be
undertaken by the faint hearted in those days, even with the advent of motor cars.
Salisbury was only four hundred miles from Blantyre, all dirt road, and one usually allowed
two days for the trip but often took four or five.

Anyway, having crossed the ferry at Liwonde there was a further forty six miles miles until
one reached Palm Beach. This was a delightful, typical lake shore establishment, long low
bungalows each with its own khonde literally on the shore. The dining room and bar
opened directly onto the beach. The lake itself is one of the
largest lakes in Africa. Fringed with palm trees and teeming
with beautiful fish, known in Chinyanja as chambo and a
world wide delicacy. The lake shore hotels of which there
were then about five, spread along the lake, all served this
as a speciality, for breakfast, lunch and dinner. There were
many hippos in the lake and still quite a few crocodiles. A lot of commercial organisations
and private individuals owned cottages on the lake shore and it was a great place to relax
for a weekend or longer.
Transport on the lake was by way of an ancient steamer named the Ilala, a well known
name in Nyasaland. The boat made its calls along the lake shore, picking up passengers
and freight, being greeted as it arrived by hordes of Africans offering goods for sale. It
started its northern passage about thirty miles from Palm Beach at Monkey Bay, where it
had proper moorings and servicing facilities. It was operated by the Railways. The next
spot above Monkey Bay was an utterly delightful little paradise called Cape Maclear. There
were crystal clear bays with massive underwater rocks, with an absolute profusion of
tropical fish, where skin, or later, scuba-diving was very popular. Cape Maclear’s other
claim to fame was that when southern Africa was served by Imperial Airways flying boats,
Cape Maclear was a staging point. That must have been a sight to see those huge flying
boats coming down on the lake.
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